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Animals
 are our lesser brothers
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Phonetic exercise

■ save                         endangered               nature
■ rhino                       kind                          wild
■ society                    giant                         scientists
■ feeding                    wing                         fighting
■ project                    join                           cage
■ natural                    catch                         habit
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Find the known words

■ Вымирающие
■ Крыло
■ Спасать
■ Клетка
■ Дикий
■ Вступать
■ Природа
■ Вид deregnadne

lagvibenac

intaennioj

wisachokow

aterutanef

gniwluevas
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Translate :

■ Вступать в зоологическое общество;
■ Бороться против жестокости;
■ Спасать животных под угрозой вымирания;
■ Сражаться с акулой;
■ 100 видов насекомых;
■ По всему свету;
■ Кормить животных;
■ Заботиться о животных.
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The animals can be: 
wild           domestic        endangered

                A fox is a wild animal.

An elephant, a duck, a rhino, a camel, a 
snake, a zebra, a horse, a fox, a bear, a 
cow, a whale, a rabbit, an eagle, a wolf,  a 
dolphin, a giraffe, a hen, a monkey, a lion, 
a tiger, a shark.
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Make up sentences

foxes
pandas
camels

in the desertscrocodiles
at a farmwhales
in the zoohorses

in the forestliveeagles
in the riverssharks
in the seas hens

in the mountainsrhinos
elephants

ducks
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The video–letter of the zoo’s director

           Dear friends, boys and girls.
    Nice to meet you. I’m the director of 

Panington Zoo, one of the oldest and 
largest park. We have more than hundred 
kinds of wild animals from all over the 
world. About 70 endangered animals live at 
the Zoo now. We save the living things and 
take care of them. Our Chilean flamingos 
stretch their beautiful wings. The pair of lions 
is very dangerous. Their names are Midas 
and Jamna. Welcome to Panington Zoo. It’s 
worth visiting.   
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Correct sentences

■ We have got a letter from the director of 
London Zoo.

■ They have more than two hundred kinds of 
wild animals.

■ Their flamingoes catch the fish.
■ The pair of lions isn’t dangerous.
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The questions of the zoo’s director

■ Have you ever been to the zoo?
■ What species of animals are there in 

your country?
■ What do you think is better for 

animals:  to live in zoos or  in the wild?
■ Have you got a pet? How do you take 

care of it?
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London Zoo
      London Zoo was opened in 1827 by the Zoological 

Society of London. Today there are more than 8 000 
animals in the zoo. Some are very rare. Many of the 
animals were born in London Zoo or in other zoos 
from all over the world. 

      The elephants have the biggest appetite in the zoo. 
An elephant’s daily diet consists of grass, cabbages, 
carrots, potatoes, salt, vitamins and minerals.

      Every day you can watch different animals, for 
example: snakes, lions, flamingos, around London 
Zoo there are many exhibits.

      In summer you can have a ride on a pony or camel.
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Проверь себя
London Zoo was opened in 1827 by _________. Today 

there are more than 8000____________ in _______. 
Some are very ______. Many of them were born in 
_______. 

An elephant’s daily _______ consists of grass, _______, 
_______ and minerals.

In summer you can ________________ on a pony.  
Words: London Zoo, carrots, cabbages, diet, 

animals, rare, the Zoological Society of London, 
have a ride, the zoo. 
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London Zoo

London Zoo was opened in 1827 by the 
Zoological Society of London. Today there 
are more than 8000 animals in London Zoo. 
Some are very rare. Many of them were 
born in the zoo. 

An elephant’s daily diet consists of grass, 
carrots, cabbages and minerals.

In summer you can have a ride on a pony. 
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How should you take care of any 
animals?

fight against cruelty 

save endangered animals

forget to clean the cage 

wash and brush

be kind to the animalsshouldn’tWe 

forget to take it for a walk shouldI 

take the pet to the vet

feed  the animals 
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вывод
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